We propose an efficient hardware-oriented method for evaluating complex polynomials. The method is based on solving iteratively a system of linear equations. The solutions are obtained digit-by-digit on simple and highly regular hardware. The operations performed are defined over the reals. We describe a complex-to-real transform, a complex polynomial evaluation algorithm, the convergence conditions, and a corresponding design and implementation. The latency and the area are estimated for the radix-2 case. The main features of the method are: the latency of about m cycles for an m-bit precision; the cycle time independent of the precision; a design consisting of identical modules; and digit-serial connections between the modules. The number of modules, each roughly corresponding to serial-parallel multiplier without a carry-propagate adder, is 2(n + 1) for evaluating an n-th degree complex polynomial. The method can also be used to compute all successive integer powers of the complex argument with the same latency and a similar implementation cost. The design allows straightforward tradeoffs between latency and cost: a factor k decrease in cost leads to a factor k increase in latency. A similar tradeoff between precision, latency and cost exists. The proposed method is attractive for programmable platforms because of its regular and repetitive structure of simple hardware operators.
Introduction
In this paper we describe a new method for evaluating complex polynomials suitable for hardware implementation. It has a latency of m cycles for m-bit precision and a repetitive implementation which corresponds roughly to 2(n + 1) serial-parallel multipliers for polynomials of degree n. The coefficients and argument are fixed-point complex numbers. The proposed method is a generalization to the complex domain of a polynomial evaluation method over the reals introduced as the E-method [2, 3] , and recently described in [7] . Briefly, the complex E-method (CE-method) achieves the same latency as the real E-method at twice the cost. This paper is based on the report [8] , where the complex E-method is introduced and discussed in general terms, and on a shorter version presented at the ASAP 2007 conference [9] .
The method uses the following approach: (i) a polynomial is mapped onto a system of linear equations, (ii) a transform is applied to change the complex domain to the real domain, and (iii) the system is solved in a digit-by-digit manner, the most-significant digit first, all elements of the solution vector in parallel. The main characteristics of the method are: (i) the m-digit solution is computed in about m steps, each step consisting of a sum of number-by-digit products, (ii) the cycle time does not depend on the precision m (if redundant additions are used), (iii) for a system of order n, the shortest latency requires n elementary units (modules) for the real part, and n units for the imaginary part, and (iv) the elementary units are interconnected with digit-wide links. As a special case, the proposed method is used to compute consecutive integer powers of a complex argument.
The CE-method is applicable in some other computations. It is particularly efficient when the coefficient matrix of the linear system is sparse as is the case of rational functions and tridiagonal systems [12] which require two off-diagonal elements. Other examples are special expressions such as the complex multiply-add, sum of products and sum of squares [10] .
Complex polynomials appear in many areas such as digital signal and image processing, control systems, and applied mathematics. A method of Horner type for evaluating complex polynomials is proposed in [1] at the algorithm level, implicitly assuming a software implementation. The method uses O(n) full-precision multiplications and O(n) additions for a complex polynomial of degree n. If these multiplications and additions are performed in a sequential order, the latency of the method is about n × T MU LT−ADD which is significantly slower than our method. If a parallel algorithm for polynomial evaluation is used, the total time is about log n × T MU LT−ADD which is still slower than our method at a much higher cost of digit-parallel interconnections. The evaluation of complex polynomials on equispaced arguments [14] , error analysis [16] , and a complexity analysis [17] are other examples of research involving complex polynomials.
In the next section we describe the transformation which maps computation from the complex to the real domain. In Section 3 we show the CE-method for complex polynomials. In Section 4 iterations and convergence conditions are considered. Implementation aspects are discussed in Section 5. The special case of complex integer powers is described in Section 6. Some extensions and applications to complex division are given in Section 7.
Complex-Real (CR) Transforms
As commonly known, complex numbers can be represented by 2 × 2 skew-symmetric matrices
This is an isomorphism which holds for complex addition and multiplication -the operations used in the proposed method :
Consequently, an m × n matrix of complex numbers can be represented as a 2m × 2n matrix of real numbers. For n × n complex matrices, considered in this paper, the transform from the complex domain to the real domain is shown next. 
where a j,k = a shown either by a straightforward calculation, or by using the fact that the transformation
is an isomorphism. In other words, the real linear system Eq. 5 is obtained from the complex linear system Eq. 4 by replacing each element x + iy by the 2 × 2 matrix defined in Eq. 1. In the next section we consider a hardwareoriented method for solving such a system.
CE-Method: An Overview
The E-method [2, 3] provides an iterative approach to solving diagonally dominant linear systems in the real domain. The method has characteristics desirable for efficient hardware implementation: the basic operators are digit-vector multiplexers, and redundant adders of [q : 2] type (q ∈ {3, 4, 6}), and registers. The overall structure consists of n elementary units, interconnected digit-serially. The method computes one digit of each element of the solution vector per iteration in the MSDF (Most Significant Digit First) manner which allows digit-serial communication. The modules operate concurrently. The time to obtain the solution to m digits of precision is about m cycles (iterations), and cycle time can be made independent of the precision by using redundancy in the representation of intermediate results (residuals and output digits). The amount of hardware required is roughly related to the number of nonzero terms of the matrix of the system, which makes the proposed method very efficient in hardware resources when the matrix of the system is sparse. Typical applications of the method are evaluation of polynomial and rational functions, since these correspond to such sparse linear systems. Concerning polynomials, the solution of the linear system
. . .
that is, the first element of the solution vector y is
Now consider the evaluation of polynomials with complex coefficients and complex argument:
where the p j 's and z are complex numbers. As in the real case, the desired value p(z) is clearly equal to the first component of the solution of the linear system
The method cannot directly solve the linear system Eq. 6. If we define real numbers x and y such that x + iy = z, and p r j and p i j such that p j = p r j + ip i j , then we can apply the CR-transform to Eq. 6, and get the linear system with the coefficient matrix 
The first two components of the solution s of the linear system
are equal to the real and imaginary parts of
For instance, in the case n = 3, we get the solutions shown in Fig. 1 . The linear system Eq. 7 is easily solved by the proposed method, provided that it is diagonally dominant. The iterations and convergence conditions are discussed in the next section. Note that the method does not evaluate directly the expressions given for the solution s 0 . These would require at least 16+16 full-precision multiplications which, assuming enough multipliers are available, would take at least 3 consecutive multiply times. Moreover, the reduction of product terms would require a [10:2] reduction. Of course, all the interconnections are of full precision. Instead, as explained later, the proposed method computes s 0 on 12 serial-parallel (left-to-right) multipliers, including the additions, in about one serial-parallel multiplication time. Moreover, the interconnections are digit-serial which simplifies routing and reduces power dissipation.
Iteration and Convergence Conditions
For simplicity, we discuss here radix-2 iterations. Adaptation to higher radices is rather straightforward. The radix-2 method solves the n-dimensional real linear system As = p by using the following basic recursion on residuals:
with
T where the digits d
. By induction, we show that
and, for a precision of m bits, after performing m + 1 iterations
where D (m) is the solution s with error less than 2 −m . Using Eq. 9, one can show that if the residuals |w
k goes to s k as j goes to infinity. The problem at step j is to find a selection function that produces a value of the digits d
In [3] , the following selection function as a form of rounding is proposed
We apply the selection function to an estimate of the residual to avoid carry-propagate addition: d
Consider next in more detail evaluation of an n-degree complex polynomial. 
We adjust the notation for w, d and the residual recurrence Eq. 8 to adapt them to the complex case. The residual vector w ( j ) is
and its initial value are given by
Therefore, iteration Eq. 8 becomes
We now examine the convergence conditions. The iterations converge to the desired result if the residual vector w ( j ) is bounded. Define constants ξ , α and (with 0 ≤ < 1) such that 1. |x| + |y| ≤ α; 2. for any k between 0 and n, | p
k,r | ≤ 2 , and |w
Since |d
k,r | ≤ 1/2 and |d
The same bound holds for |w 
Now, let us turn to the initial values. Since |w
k,r | and |w (0) k,i | must also be less than 3/2, we get
Consider the following example: we wish to evaluate
We assume that = 0 (that is, we use non-redundant residuals). We get:
• Initialization: • Step 2: from w (1) and the selection function, we get • After 20 iterations, the number Table 1 shows first 17 iterations of the computation of p(z) using the CE-method recurrences. For brevity, only the real and imaginary signed bits of all four Table 1 Computing p(z) using CE-method. Exactly as in the real case, even if polynomial p and point z do not satisfy the convergence constraints, one can easily "transform" them using mere shifts, so that p(z) can be computed using the proposed method. Once is chosen, and α is defined as 1 4 − /2, this is done as follows:
, where the degree-m coefficient of polynomial π is 2 mk p m , and t = z/2 k . If at least one of the coefficients of π has the absolute value of its real or imaginary part greater than ξ = 3/2, then divide π by 2 , where is the smallest integer such that ρ = π/2 has the absolute value of the real and imaginary parts of its coefficients less than ξ . 3. What we actually compute using the method is ρ(z/2 k ). This result will then be multiplied by 2 (a simple left-shift) to get p(z). Consequently + k extra iterations are performed.
Consider the following example:
in the domain defined by −1 < (z) < +1 and −1 < (z) < +1, with α = 1/8. First, the smallest k such that
We therefore get a new polynomial
Second, the smallest such that the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients of π(t)/2 have absolute value less than 3/2 is = 10. By dividing π(t) by 2 we get the polynomial
.
We evaluate ρ using the CE-method. It is straightforward to check that ρ satisfies the convergence conditions and that
Implementation
In this section we discuss implementation of the proposed method. The main difference from implementation of a real domain evaluation E-method is that the number of non-zero off-diagonal elements doubles: for the polynomial case from one to two. This has two consequences. First, the bounds on the elements are smaller by a factor of two, and second, the cycle time is increased as explained later in this section. The corresponding implementations considered for the real domain method are discussed in [3, 7] . A scheme for evaluation of complex polynomials is shown in Fig. 2 for n = 3 and the corresponding elementary unit (PEU) is illustrated in Fig. 3 . A bitparallel bus transmits x and y values in a broadcast mode, while the real and imaginary coefficients p r and p i can be preloaded into local storage in each PEU in separate cycles prior to the evaluation iterations so that x, y, p r , p i bus
the latency is not affected. Note that the initialization cycles could be shorter than the iteration cycles. These design aspects are not discussed here. A block diagram of an elementary unit PEU0r (real part only) for polynomial evaluation is shown in Fig. 3 . The modules are:
• Registers (4) (a table or a gate network)
The digit-serial outputs of PEU0 can be converted into digit-parallel form using on-the-fly converters OFCr and OFCi. The cycle time, in terms of a full adder (complex gate) delay t, is estimated as
The cost, again in terms of area of a full adder A F A , is estimated as
The cost is estimated as area occupied by modules using the area of a full-adder A F A as the unit. The areas 
Computing Consecutive Integer Powers of Complex Argument
The scheme proposed for evaluating complex polynomials can be used in evaluating integer powers of a complex argument [10] . Let us first consider this computation in the real domain. Consecutive integer powers x 2 , x 3 , ..., x k are computed in parallel by solving the corresponding linear system as indicated next.
and the integer powers are obtained as
The mapping in the complex domain is shown next. The complex argument is z = x + iy. 
The components of the solution s of the linear system
are equal to the integer powers of z. The residual recurrences are
with the initial conditions for h = 0, . . . , k − 1
The following conditions need to be satisfied for the convergence of iterations
From condition Eq. 14 and using = 1/8, we get α ≤ 3/16 and |x|, |y| ≤ 3/32 which guarantee convergence of the algorithm. When needed, a range reduction can be achieved by scaling of the initial values [3] . A scheme for implementing the computation of consecutive integer powers of a complex argument (CI P scheme) is shown in Fig. 4 . The corresponding elementary unit is similar to the EU of the complex polynomial scheme, illustrated in Fig. 3 . The cycle time and cost are similar. Again, a bit-parallel bus transmits x and y parts of the complex argument z = x + iy in a broadcast mode. The load phase is simpler than for complex polynomials because there is no need to load complex coefficients. A total cost of an m-bit CI Pk scheme for evaluating
If the results are needed in bit-parallel, conventional form, 2(k − 1) on-the-fly converters (OFC) are used at a cost of Another application of complex polynomials is related power amplifiers used in communications systems. In [21] implementation of predistortion is based on a 5-th order polynomial evaluated in the analog domain. Our technique maybe applicable for implementations in the digital domain. A time-domain adaptive algorithm for compensation of nonlinear distortions in high power amplifiers using complex polynomials is presented in [15] .
In [13] a technique is introduced to obtain coefficients in rational function approximations to satisfy the convergence conditions of the E-method in the real domain. Extending this idea to the complex domain appears plausible and attractive in reducing the cost of implementation. Generalizing that technique to the complex domain is rather simple.
In a paper [4] a digit-recurrence algorithm for performing complex divisions is presented. The algorithm requires a prescaling step to get an approximation to the reciprocal of the divisor. In that paper, this is done using a table that can be very large. Instead of that, we propose to approximate the reciprocal of 1 + z (with, say, |z| ≤ 1/2, with reduction to this rather large domain easily done) by the truncated series
Using k terms, we have an error bounded by 2 −k . Moreover, a brief examination of [4] and this paper shows that much hardware can be common to both methods.
Summary
With the exception of complex addition and multiplication, complex operations are typically not implemented in hardware. Recently, hardware-oriented methods for complex division and square root have been introduced [4] [5] [6] 11] . The method for evaluating complex polynomials discussed in this paper can be extended to evaluation of complex rational functions and complex operators such as multiply-add and sum of products [8, 10] . Complex online arithmetic algorithms for basic operations and certain linear-algebra computations, suitable for FPGA implementation, have been developed in [18] and presented in several papers [19, 20] .
In this paper we extend a class of algorithms for complex arithmetic suitable for hardware implementation. We presented a method for evaluating complex polynomials by solving diagonally-dominant linear systems in complex domain by a digit-recurrence algorithm. The latency is roughly m cycles for m bits of precision, independent of the order of the system. This does not take into account potentially needed scaling steps. The cycle time is independent of m. We discussed the transform from real to complex numbers, the iteration, and the convergence conditions. Implementation is given at a high level with estimates of the cost and latency. Consecutive integer powers of a complex argument, which can be computed using the proposed polynomial scheme, are also discussed.
